St John Vianney’s Primary School
Uniform Policy

Uniforms are compulsory and are to be worn only as specified in the uniform policy

At St John Vianney’s School, we value our school uniform and expect all parents to make the wearing of it a high priority for your child.

Therefore the following responsibilities apply without exception:

- School uniform is to be worn at all times
- It is to look neat so as to demonstrate school pride
- School uniform is to be worn during school organised activities and interschool sporting events
- A note is required if a student is unable to wear any part of the uniform as specified in the policy

Parents will be advised at the beginning of each school year on which days your child is to wear their sports uniform.

The sports uniform is worn on designated days only.

All items are to be clearly marked with the student’s full name – No initials.

Sun Safety

The UV rating of garments provided is of the highest standard available, with most stock being classified with a rating of 40+.
As sun safety is a top priority for outdoor activities, all students must have and wear a school hat.

All students should have sunscreen applied at home before school. It can be reapplied during the day and is supplied in each classroom.

‘No hat... No play’ applies to all outdoor class activities and breaks.

To ensure continuity of colour and style all garments, unless specified, are available from our uniform shop.
Uniform Dress Code

Uniforms are to be worn as specified in the uniform policy at all times

Acceptable jewellery items and personal presentation:

- One pair of plain studs or sleepers may be worn in ears only
- A wristwatch
- Religious jewellery may be worn e.g. a cross or religious symbol on a chain
- SJV badge
- School promotional bands (seasonal)
- Hair is to be kept neat/tidy and out of the eyes at all times. Hair below collar length must be tied back with acceptable hair accessories regardless of gender. Hair accessories must be in the school colour - navy
- Hair dying or extreme hairstyles (including rat’s tails) are not permitted
- Fingernails must be kept clean, trimmed and unpolished

"Free Dress" Days

When uniform free days occur students are to wear clothing which complies with ALL of the following:

- Closed in shoes, suitable for active play
- Clothing which fully covers the torso
- Clothing which covers and protects the shoulders from the sun
- Dresses/shorts to be to at least mid-thigh length
- School hats or other suitable hat/caps are to be worn

Please be aware, inappropriate slogans are not acceptable

Uniform non-compliance

When students do not comply, parents will be contacted and asked to support the uniform policy of the school and rectify the issue.

Repeated non-compliance may result in students being excluded from extra-curricular activities until the matter is rectified.
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**Boys Formal Uniform**

SJV Blue checked shirt (worn out over shorts)  
Navy tailored front elastic backed shorts  
SJV socks (no plain white socks allowed)  
Black shoes must be worn with the formal uniform. Leather dress shoes or leather runners/joggers (non marking soles), cleaned and polished are compulsory. No volleys are allowed.

**Boys Sport Uniform**

SJV Polo – Sky blue fabric with navy and sky collar and school emblem on chest (worn out over shorts)  
Navy microfibre sport shorts  
SJV Socks (no plain white socks allowed)  
All black leather joggers (non marking soles) must be worn with the sports uniform, definitely no hi-tops, coloured trim or volleys  
SJV Tracksuit (Optional)  
Only to be worn on sport uniform days

**Boys Formal Uniform – Winter Items**

Navy trousers (Optional)  
Navy V-neck Jumper with school emblem  
SJV tracksuit jacket may be worn on cold days over the formal uniform, although the knitted jumper is preferred

**Girls Formal Uniform**

SJV Blue checked dress (knee length)  
OR  
SJV Blue checked blouse (worn out over culottes – size 6 upwards only)  
Navy knee length culottes (size 6 upwards only)  
SJV socks (no plain white socks allowed)  
Navy tights may be worn on cooler days  
Black leather dress shoes must be worn with the formal uniform. Shoes must be cleaned and polished.

**Girls Sport Uniform**

SJV Polo – Sky blue fabric with navy and sky collar and school emblem on chest (worn out over skort)  
Navy Skort  
SJV Socks (no plain white socks allowed)  
Black leather runners/joggers (non marking soles) must be worn with the sports uniform, definitely no hi-tops, coloured trim or volleys  
SJV Tracksuit (Optional)  
No Trackpants to be worn under dress, culottes or skort

**Girls Formal Uniform – Winter Items**

Navy V-neck Jumper with school emblem  
SJV tracksuit tops may be worn on cold days over the formal uniform, although the knitted jumper is preferred
Other compulsory uniform items

Navy SJV Bag with school logo

Navy SJV Library Bag with school logo

Coloured T-Shirts for carnivals
- Blue, Red or Gold house colour

Navy Wide brimmed hat with school logo

Navy hair accessories